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Introduction 
Let a sequence y={co, c1, c2, ... } of real numbers be given. Consider 
the linear operator Q working on polynomials in an indeterminate x, 
such that 
(n=O, l, 2, ... ). 
If the sequence is semi-normal, i.e. if all determinants 
(k, n=O, l, 2, ... ) 
, differ from zero, then it is well-known that there exists a uniquely 
determined syfiltem of monic polynomials 
Bn(X)= xn+bn,l xn-1 + ... +bn,n (n==O, l, 2, ... ) 
which is orthogonal with respect to the sequence y, i.e. 
Q [Bn(x) · Bm(x)] ~ = O, for n =F m, (m, n = 0, l, 2, ... ). 
( =F 0, for n = m, 
Clearly if y is semi-normal then also for 
is semi-normal. The system of monic orthogonal polynomials, orthogonal 
with respect to Yk will be denoted by , 
{ B~'(x)} · (n = 0, l, 2, .•. ). 
In this paper our fundamental result is that for any k=O, l, 2, ... 
the three polynomials 
B~'(x), B~+l>(x) and B~kil'(x) 
are linearly dependent. (See Theorem 3.2 for the exact relation between 
these polynomials). 
The systems 
{B~'(x)} and {B~+ 1>(x)} 
are called contiguous orthogonal systems of polynomials. 
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A sequence y 1s called positive definite if all determinants 
, (n= 0, l, 2, ... ), 
are positive. If y and Yl both are positive definite, the sequence y is called 
a Stieltjes sequence. One easily shows that Yl again is a Stieltjes-sequence 
and that both sequences are semi-normal. 
Now let y denote a Stieltjes-sequence and let {Bn(x)} represent the 
set of orthogonal polynomials associated with y. Let {Bn*(x)} denote 
the contiguous orthogonal system of polynomials (i.e. the system associated 
with y1). It is well-known that in this case the Bn(x) are orthogonal in 
the interval (0, oo) with respect to a non-decreasing weight-function tp(x) 
and that every Bn(x) has exactly n real and simple zeros in the interval 
of orthogonality. Let xn_,. (v= l, 2, ... , n) denote the zeros in ascending 
order. Similarly, the Bn *(x) have weight-function tp*(x) with dtp*(x) = xdtp(x). 
Let x! .• denote the zeros of Bn*(x) in ascending order (v = l, 2, ... , n). 
In this paper we show that the following interlacing relation for these 
zeros holds : 
(v=l,2, ... ,n-1) 
(See Theorem 3.3). 
We apply this result to find a similar interlacing relation (Theorem 3.5) 
for the endpoints of the so-called true intervals of orthogonality in the 
case of a certain sub-class of the Stieltjes-sequences. 
We begin this study with a classification of sequences which are 
important in the theory of orthogonal polynomials. 
1. In the following sections all numbers are real. k and n are non-
negative integers. 
We start with a few definitions. We shall use the notation 
c._ll c•-fl+l c. 
Ll •. /l = c•-ll+l c._ll+2 c•+l (ft, v = 0, 1, 2, ... ), 
' 
c. c•+I c•+ll 
throughout. We shall always put c's with negative index equal to zero. 
I. Let QN denote the set of all quasi-normal sequences. A sequence 
{co, c1, c2, ... } is called quasi-normal if all determinants 
co Cl Cn 
Lln,n = Cl C2 Cn+l (n=O, 1, 2, ... ), 
' 
Cn Cn+l C2n 
differ from zero. 
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II. A sequence is called semi-normal if all determinants 
Llk+n,n = , (k, n= 0, 1, 2, ... ), 
differ from zero. With SN we denote the set of all semi-normal sequences. 
III. Let N denote the set of all normal sequences. A sequence 
{ c0, c1, c2, ... } is called normal if all determinants Llr . .u (f1, Y = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 
differ from zero. 
IV. H denotes the set of all Hamburger sequences. We recall that a 
sequence { c0, Ct, c2, ... } is called a H(amburger) sequence if the deter-
minants 
' ... ' 
are positive. The sequence is also called a positive definite sequence. 
V. S denotes the set of all Stieltjes sequences. A sequence {co, c1, c2, ... } 
is called a Stieltjes or S-sequence if { c0, c1, c2, ... } and { c~, c2, ca, ... } are 
both positive definite. · 
VI. M denotes the set of all completely monotonic sequences. The 
sequence { c0, C1, c2, ... } is called completely monotonic if 
D ken ==. Cn- G) Cn+l + (~) Cn+2 + .. . + ( - 1) kcn+k > 0; 
DOcn=Cn (k, n=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
From the above definitions it is at once clear that we have the following 
inclusion relations 
(1.1) QN'JSN'JN; QN'JH'JS. 
There are H-sequences that are not semi-normal. For instance, let 
{ c0, c1, c2 , ... } be an S-sequence, then { c0, 0, Ct, '), c2, ... } is an H-sequence 
(cf. WALL [6], p. 201) 1). 
This H-sequence does not belong to SN, since an SN-sequence cannot 
contain a vanishing term as follows immediately from the definition. 





(c+l) (c+2)' ... c> - 1, 
is normal but not Hamburger. For a proof compare VAN RossuM [3]. 
p. 62ff. 
1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. 
22 Series A 
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Theorem l.L A Stieltjes sequence is normal. 
This result is due to VAN VLECK. For a proof we refer to WALL [6], 
p. 389-390. 
In connection with ( 1.1) it follows from this last result: 
S C (N r1 H). 
We have even: 
Theorem 1.2. S is a proper subset of N f1 H. 
Proof. Let {Co, Cl, C2, •.• } denote an S-sequence i.e. the determinants 
L1n,n as well as L1n+l,n (n=O, 1, 2, ... ) are all positive. 
Now consider the sequence {co, -c1, c2, -ca, ... }. We shall show that 
this sequence is contained inN f1 H but not inS. Let the corresponding 
determinants of this last sequence be denoted by 
L1'n,n and L1'n+l,n (n=O, 1, 2, ... ), 
where determinants L1'~.k are obtained from determinants L1t,k by changing 
the signs of c's with odd indices. In each term of the determinant L1n,n 
there are an even number of c's with odd indices, so 
L1'n,n =-L1n,n (n=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
This implies L1'n,n>0 and so {co, -c1, c2, -ca, ... }is an H-sequence. 
As regards the determinants L1' n,n-1 we see that if n is even there are 
an even number of c's with odd indices in each term of the determinant, 
so L1'n,n-1=L1n,n-1 if n is even. If, on the other hand, n is odd we.have 
in a similar way L1' n,n-1= -Ltn,n-1· Hence, the sequence {co, -c1, C2, -ca, ... } 
is not an S-sequence. 
Next we consider the determinants L1'1'·•· Here again we have 
L1'1'.• = ±L1p.•· No determinant L11'• is equal to zero, so none of the 
determinants L1'1'·• is equal to zero. This means, however, that the 
sequence {co, - c1, c2, - ca, ... } is normal. 
We now prove 
Theorem 1.3. For the sets M, QN and S holds: (M f1 QN) C S. 
Proof. Let y={co, c1, c2, ... } be an element of M f1 QN; then y EM, 
this implies that the moment problem 
1 
f xnd1p(x) = Cn 
0 
(n=O, 1, 2, ... ), 
has a bounded non-decreasing solution 1p(x). (This is the so-called Hausdorff 
moment problem, cf. SHOHAT and TAMARKIN [41 p. 9). If one assumes 
that 1p(x) is a step-function having only a finite number of points of 
increase, then the determinants L1n,n for y should be zero from a certain 
value of n on. (Cf. e.g. WALL [6], p. 262). But y E QN implies that none 
of the determinants L1n,n equals zero, hence 1p(x) must have infinitely 
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many points of increase in the interval (0, 1) and this means yES 
(see SHOHAT and T.AMARKIN [4], p. 6). This proves our assertion. 
2. Let y={c0, c1, c2, ... } denote any sequence of real numbers. We 
define a (linear) operator E applied to sequences as follows: 
Ey = { c~, c2, ea, ... }, E 2y = E(Ey) = { c2, ea, c4, ... }, 
generally, 
Eky ={ck, Ck+l, Ck+2, •.• } (for k=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
We ask ourselves if the different sets of sequences considered in section 1, 
such as QN, SN, etc., are closed with respect to this operation or not. 
Theorem 2.1. The sets M, SN, N, S and M n QN are closed with 
respect toE, the sets H and QN are not. 
Proof. We have to prove 
1 °) y E M ='>- Ey E M 
2°) y ESN ==:.Ey ESN 
3°) y E N ='>- Ey E N 
4°) yES ==:.EyES 
5°) y E (M n QN) ==:.EyE (M n QN) 
6°) There exists a sequence y such that, although y E H, the sequence Ey 
does not belong to H. 
7°) There exists a sequence y such that, although y E QN, the sequence 
· Ey does not belong to QN. 
The first three statements immediately follow from the definition of the 
sequences involved. 
4°) Let y E S. The sequences 
y = {Co, Cl, C2, •. ,} and Ey = { Ct, C2, Ca, ••• } 
are positive definite. The quadratic forms 
(2.1) 
n n 
~ ~ CHjXtXj 
i -o ; -o 
(n= 1, 2, 3, ... ), 
associated with y are all positive definite. The quadratic forms associated 
with E2y are 
(2.2) 
n-1 n-1 
~ ~ CHj+2 Xt+l XJ+l, 
i =O ; -o 
If a set of numbers (x1, x2, ... , Xn) not all equal to zero existed such 
that one of the forms in (2.2) were non-positive, then (0, x1, xz, ... , Xn) 
would make the corresponding form in (2.1) non-positive. This is false, 
hence E2y is a positive definite sequence. Moreover, Ey is a positive 
definite sequence, hence we have proved that Ey is an 8-sequence. 
5°) y E (M n QN) implies y E S, hence Ey E S and from Theorem 1.3. 
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we obtain Ey E QN. From the assertion 1 °) it follows combined with this 
last result: EyE (M n QN). 
6°) Let {co, c1, .cz, ... } E S. Then {co, 0, c1, 0, cz, ... } E H. 
E{co, 0, C1, 0, cz, ... } = {0, c1, 0, Cz, ... } 
does not belong to H. 
7°) Take again the sequence {co, 0, C1, 0, ... } of 6°). This sequence 
belongs to QN. But E{ c0, 0, c1, 0, ... } = { 0, c1, 0, c2, ... } does not belong 
to QN. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
We now restrict ourselves to sets V of sequences y, closed with respect 
to the operator E. For instance, V can be M, SN, N, S or M n QN. 
3. We begin this section by stating (without proofs) some well-known 
results for systems of orthogonal polynomials in an indeterminate x which 
we will have to use in the sequel. 
A fundamental result is 
Theorem 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence y, 
in order to admit an orthogonal system of polynomials is that y E QN. 
For a proof we refer to WALL [6], p. 193-195. 
Let now y = { c0, c1, c2, ... } denote an element of the set SN and k again 
a non-negative fixed integer. 
E ky = { ck, ck+l, Ck+z, ... } belongs to SN (Theorem 2.1) and thus to QN 
(see formula (1.1)). By Theorem 3.1 there exists a system of polynomials 
{Bn<k>(x)} 1) orthogonal with respect to the sequence Eky. If we normalize 
these polynomials in such a way that they are monic, then they are 
uniquely determined as follows: we have then B 0<kl(x) = 1 and 
Ck Ck+l · · · Ck+n 
Ck+l Ck+2 .. · Ck+n+l l (3.2) 
· Llk+n-1, n-1 
Ck+n-1 Ck+n ... Ck+2n-1 
1 X ... xn (n=1, 2, 3, ... ). 
Compare e.g. ERDELYI [2], p. 157-158 and WALL [6], p. 193-195. 
From now on Bn<kl(x) will always denote this polynomial. We introduce 
the linear operator {J(k) by the definition 
(n=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
Obviously, for any polynomial p(x) we have {J(k) [ xp(x)] = {J(k+l) [p(x)]. 
The orthogonality relations for the system {Bn<kl(x)} are 
1 ) Clearly EOy means the same as y. Also the system {Bn(Ol(x)} will be denoted 
by {Bn(x)}. 
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minants is nought since Eky E SN). N n(k) 1s called the norm of the 
polynomial Bn<k>(x). 
We now prove our fundamental 
Theorem 3.2. Let k be one of the numbers 0, 1, 2, .. . . Let 
y={co, c1, c2, ... } ESN and let {Bn<k>(x)} and {Bn<k+l)(x)} denote the two 
systems of· polynomials orthogonal with respect to the sequences Eky and 
Ek+ly respectively, then we have the following linear dependency relation: 
(3.4) (n = 1, 2, 3, ... ), 
where 
(3.5) d (k) = _ Lllc+n, n Llk+n-1, n-2 Nf:> 
" X A =-N<k+1>' Llk+n-1, n-1 LJic+n, n-1 n-1 
where Nf:> and N'/;:!.l> denote the norms of B~k>(x) and Bf:il>(x). 
Proof. Consider the expression Bn<k>(x)- Bn(k+ll(x). This is a poly-
nomial in x of degree n- l at most. Hence we can write 
(3.6) Bf:>(x)- B~k+I>(x) = a1B'/:!P(x) + a2B'/:.!l>(x) + ... + anB6k+l>(x), 
where a~, a2, ... , an are suitably chosen constants; it follows 
) 
.Q<k+1> Bf:!l> [ B~k>(x)-: B~k+l>(x)] = 
= 2 .Q<k+1> [azB~k!,?> B'/:!l>(x)], 
1=1 
(3.7) 
Owing to the orthogonality of the system {Bn<k+I>(x)} the relation 
(3. 7) becomes 
(3.8) .Q<k+1> [B<k+.1>. BCk>(x)] = a. NCk+1> n-• n • n-i • 
Putting 
B'f:!/>(x) = b&~;t!l +bi~;t~~x+ ... +b'/:!l!.1,n-ixn-i-1 +x"-', 
we obtain for the left-hand member of (3.8) 
.QCk+1> [B':/:_:1(1> . Bf:> (x)] = 
n-i-1 
(3.9) 2 bj~,t!l.Q<k+1> [xl. B~k>(x)] + .Q<k+1l [xn-i, Bf:>(x)] = l=O 
n-i-1 2 b~~.t!l.QCk> [x1+1. B~k>(x)] + .Q<k> [x"+l-i, Bf:>(x)]. 
1=0 
If i > 2, then the last member in (3.9) is zero because all terms in the 
sum vanish as well as the last term. If on the other hand i = l, then the 
last becomes .Q<k> [x" · Bf:>(x)] = N~k> =ft. 0. Hence from (3.8) we obtain 
a;= o (l~.;;;;i.;;;;n) and Nf:> = a1N~k!F. This gives (3.4) with 
d<k> =-a = -N<k>JN<k+1> n 1 n n-1 • 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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Definition. The systems {Bn<k>(x)} and {Bn(k+ll(x)} orthogonal respec-
tively to Eky={ck, ck+l, Ck+z, ... } and Ek+ly={ck+l, Ck+2, Ck+3, ... } are called 
contiguous orthogonal systems. 
We now study the relative position of the zeros of polynomials 
belonging to contiguous orthogonal systems. To this end from now on 
let x denote a real variable and let the sequence y = { c0 , c1 , c2, .•• } be a 
Stieltjes sequence. Hence also Ey is a Stieltjes sequence (Theorem 2.1). 
The contiguous orthogonal systems belonging to y and Ey viz. 
{Bn(x)} and {Bn*(x)}, are orthogonal with respect to bounded non-
decreasing weight-functions '!f'(x) and '1/'*(x) respectively. The orthogonality 
interval is in both cases the interval (0, =). We have the case of the 
Stieltjes moment problem; now 
00 
Cn = J xn d'!f'(X); 
0 
SO d'!f'*(x) = Xd'!f'(X). 
00 
Cn+l = f xn d'!f'*(x) 
0 
It is well-known that the zeros of Bn(x) are all real, distinct and inside 
the orthogonality interval (0, =).The same holds for the zeros of Bn*(x). 
We now prove 
Theorem 3.3. Let yES and let {Bn(x)} and {Bn*(x)} denote the 
contiguous orthogonal systems of polynomials associated with y and Ey 
(or with weight-functions 'If'( X) and '!f'*(x) where d'lf'* (x) = xd'!f'(x) ). Let 
Xn,.(v= 1, 2, ... , n) denote the zeros of Bn(x) in ascending order; similarly, 
x: .• the zeros of Bn*(x) also in ascending order. Then for n > 2, we have 
the following interlacing relation for these zeros : 
(v= 1,2, ... ,n-1). 
Proof. From the well-known separation theorem for zeros of orthogonal 
polynomials of consecutive order (see e.g. SzEGo [5], p. 45, Theorem 3.3.2) 
it follows: 
0 < x: .• < x:_ 1 •• <x!.•+ 1, (v = 1, 2, ... , n-1), 
hence Bn*(x) and B:_1(x) have no common zeros. 
Now consider the relation 1) 
(3.1 0) 
with 
This relation holds in our case because of S C N C SN. The norms 
N n, N!_ 1 are positive in the Stieltjes case, hence dn is negative. This last 
result also holds for n = 1. 
1) This relation in fact is the relation (3.4) of Theorem 3.2, where Bn(kl(x) with 
k = 0 is written as Bn(x) and Bn(k+ll(x) with k = 0 is written as Bn*(x). 
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We write (3.10) in the form 
B (x) B*·1x)· 
*" = -~" \ . -d ... B,._ 1 (x) B,._ 1 (x) (3.11) 
We observe that B!(x)/B!_1(x) increases from -oo to +oo in each 
of the .n intervals (x!-1 .• , x~- 1.•+ 1 ) ( = 0, .1, ... , n-1) with 
x!-1,0 = -.oo, x~-1.n = +oo. 
Therefore, in each of these intervals lies at least one zero of Bn*(x). 
Because there are as many zeros as intervals, there is exactly one zero 
in each interval or 
(3.12) (v = 0, 1, ... , n-1). 
From (3.11) it follows that Bn(x)fB!_ 1(x) in the interval (x!-1 .• , x! .• +1) 
increases from - oo to the positive value - d,.. Any of these intervals 
contains exactly one zero of Bn(x), hence 
(3.13) (v = 0, 1, ... , n-1). 
The assertion of our Theorem easily follows from (3.12) and (3.13). 
We shall now consider a special case of Theorem 3.3., viz. that the 
sequence y belongs toM f1 QN. The orthogonality interval is the interval 
(0, '1 ). We introduce here the notion of "true" interval of orthogonality 
due to SHOHAT and TAMARKIN [4], p. 113, viz. (a, b) C (0, 1) is called 
the true interval of orthogonality for the system {Bn(x)} if the Hausdorff 
moment problem 
1 
f xnd1p(x) = Cn 
0 
(n = o, 1, 2, ... ), 
has a solution in (0, 1) that is constant.outside of (a, b) while this is no 
longer true for any proper subinterval of (a, b). 
We remark that with y also Eky and Ek+ly belong to M f1 QN. The 
special case of Theorem 3.3 we referred to above, is: 
Theorem 3.4. Let the sequence y belong to the set M f1 QN. Suppose 
k is an arbitrary but fixed integer ;;;. 0. {Bn<k>(x)} and {Bn<k+l)(x)} are the 
contiguous orthogonal'systems of polynomials with respect to Eky and Ek+1y 
while { x~1.} and { x~; 11 } are the sequences of zeros in ascending order of 
the polynomials Bn<k>(x) and Bn<k+l)(x). Then holds: 
0 < x~11 < x~t11 < xCf:!1~11 < ... < x~~1• < x~t 11 < xCf:i1:1• < x~1•+1 < ... 
.. . < x~~ < x~~1;' 11 < 1. 
Remark. For similar results compare SHOH.AT and TAMARKIN [4], 
p. 106, 109, 113 and CHIHARA [1]. 
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We now put 
bk = lim x~>,. ; obviously 0 <a,. b11 ..;;;;1 
ak+l = lim x~t 1 >; bk+1 = lim x~;ill; obviously 0 < ak+1 ; bk+l < 1. 
n-+oo 
Then (ak, bk) and (ak+l. bk+l) are the true intervals of orthogonality o 
the contiguous orthogonal systems of polynomials { Bn (k) (x)} and { Bn (k+l )(x)} 
respectively (see SHOHAT and TAMARKIN I.e.). As a corollary of Theorem 3.4 
we then have the following interlacing theorem of true orthogonality 
intervals for contiguous orthogonal systems of polynomials: 
Theorem 3.5. Let y E (M n QN) and let k be an integer > 0. If 
{ Bn<k>(x)} and {Bn(k+ll(x)} are the contiguous orthogonal systems with 
respect to the sequences Eky and Ek+1y and (ak, bk) and (ak+l, bk+l) the true 
orthogonality intervals then we have 
O.;;;;ak<ak+l <bk<bk+l< 1. 
University of Amaterdam 
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